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***

With his inimitable flair for economic analysis steeped in historical depth, Professor Michael
Hudson’s  latest  essay,   originally  written for  a  German audience,  presents  a  stunning
parallel between the Crusades and the current “rules-based international order” imposed by
the Hegemon.

Professor Hudson details how the Papacy in Rome managed to lock up unipolar control over
secular realms (rings a bell?) when the game was all about Papal precedence over kings,
above all the German Holy Roman Emperors. As we know, half in jest, the Empire was not
exactly Holy, nor German (perhaps a little Roman), and not even an Empire.

A clause in the Papal Dictates provided the Pope with the authority to excommunicate
whomever was “not at  peace with the Roman Church.” Hudson sharply notes how US
sanctions are the modern equivalent of excommunication.

Arguably there are Top Two dates in the whole process.

The first one would be the Third Ecumenical Council of 435: this is when only Rome (italics
mine) was attributed universal authority (italics mine). Alexandria and Antioch, for instance,
were limited to regional authority within the Roman Empire.

The other top date is 1054 – when Rome and Constantinople split for good. That is, the
Roman Catholic Church split from Orthodoxy, which leads us to Russia, and Moscow as The
Third Rome – and the centuries-old animosity of “the West” against Russia.

A State of Martial Law

Professor Hudson then delves on the trip by “Liver Sausage” Chancellor Scholz’s delegation
to China this week to “demand that it dismantle its public sector and stops subsidizing its
economy, or else Germany and Europe will impose sanctions on trade with China.”

Well, in fact this happens to be just childish wishful thinking, expressed by the German
Council on Foreign Relations in a piece published on the Financial Times (the Japanese-
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owned platform in the City of London). The Council, as correctly described by Hudson, is
“the  neoliberal  ‘libertarian’  arm  of  NATO  demanding  German  de-industrialization  and
dependency” on the US.

So the FT, predictably, is printing NATO wet dreams.

Context  is  essential.  German  Federal  President  Frank-Walter  Steinmeier,  in  a  keynote
speech at Bellevue Castle, has all but admitted that Berlin is broke: “An era of headwinds is
beginning  for  Germany  –  difficult,  difficult  years  are  coming  for  us.  Germany  is  in  the
deepest  crisis  since  reunification.”

Yet schizophrenia, once again, reigns supreme, as Steinmeier, after a ridiculous stunt in Kiev
– complete with posing as a unwitting actor huddled in a bunker – announced an extra
handout: two more MARS multiple rocket launchers and four Panzerhaubitze 2000 howitzers
to be delivered to the Ukrainians.

So even if the “world” economy – actually the EU – is so fragilized that member-states
cannot help Kiev anymore without harming their own populations, and the EU is on the
verge of a catastrophic energy crisis, fighting for “our values” in Country 404 trumps it all.

The Big Picture context is also key. Andrea Zhok, Professor of Ethical Philosophy at the
University of  Milan, has taken Giorgio Agamben’s “State of  Exception” concept to new
heights.

Zhok proposes that the zombified collective West is now completely subjugated to a “State
of Martial Law” – where a Forever War ethos is the ultimate priority for rarified global elites.

Every other variable – from trans-humanism to depopulation and even cancel culture – is
subordinated to the State of Martial Law, and is basically inessential. The only thing that
matters is exercising absolute, raw control.

Berlin-Moscow-Beijing

Solid  German business  sources  completely  contradict  the  “message”  delivered  by  the
German Council on Foreign Relations on the trip to China.

According to these sources, the Scholz caravan went to Beijing to essentially lay down the
preparatory  steps  for  working  out  a  peace deal  with  Russia,  with  China  as  privileged
messenger.

This is – literally – as explosive, geopolitically and geoeconomically, as it gets. As I pointed
out  in  one  of  my  previous  columns,  Berlin  and  Moscow  were  keeping  a  secret
communication back channel – via business interlocutors – right to the minute the usual
suspects, in desperation, decided to blow up the Nord Streams.

Cue to the now notorious SMS from Liz Truss’s iPhone to Little Tony Blinken, one minute
after the explosions: “It’s done.”

There’s more: the Scholz caravan may be trying to start a long and convoluted process of
eventually replacing the US with China as a key ally. One should never forget that the top
BRI trade/connectivity terminal in the EU is Germany (the Ruhr valley).
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According to one of the sources, “if this effort is successful, then Germany, China and Russia
can ally themselves together and drive the US out of Europe.”

Another source provided the cherry on the cake: “Olaf Scholz is being accompanied on this
trip by German industrialists who actually control Germany and are not going to sit back
watching themselves being destroyed.”

Moscow knows very well what the imperial aim is when it comes to the EU reduced to the
role of totally dominated – and deindustrialized – vassal, exercising zero sovereignty. The
back channels after all are not lying in tatters on the bottom of the Baltic Sea. Additionally,
China has not provided any hint that its massive trade with Germany and the EU is about to
vanish.

Scholz himself,  one day before his caravan hit  Beijing, stressed to Chinese media that
Germany has no intention of decoupling from China, and there’s nothing to justify “the calls
by some to isolate China.”

In  parallel,  Xi  Jinping  and  the  new  Politburo  are  very  much  aware  of  the  Kremlin
position,reiterated again and again: we always remain open for negotiations, as long as
Washington finally decides to talk about the end of unlimited NATO expansion drenched in
Russophobia.

So to negotiate means the Empire signing on the dotted line of the document it has received

from Moscow on December  1st,  2021,  focused on “indivisibility  of  security”.  Otherwise
there’s nothing to negotiate.

And when we have Pentagon lobbyist Lloyd “Raytheon” Austin advising the Ukrainians on
the record to advance on Kherson, it’s even more crystal clear there’s nothing to negotiate.

So  could  this  all  be  the  foundation  stone  of  the  Berlin-Moscow-Beijing  trans-Eurasia
geopolitical/geoeconomic corridor? That will mean Bye Bye Empire. Once again: it ain’t over
till the fat lady goes Gotterdammerung.

*
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